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[Recently Viewed and 
Most Viewed Product]
The plugin 'Recently viewed and most viewed products' provides an extra
feature to merchant to show 'recently viewed products' and 'most viewed
products' on the product detail page and also at any place through out the
site  by  adding  given shortcode.Merchant  is  also  provided  with  separate
settings for the both with advance options.
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OVERVIEW
The plugin 'Recently viewed and most viewed products' provides an extra
feature to merchant to show 'recently viewed products' and 'most viewed
products' on the product detail page and also at any place through out the
site  by  adding  given  shortcode.Merchant  is  also  provided  with  separate
settings for the both with advance options.

This extension provides various key features:-

Recently viewed products
It  shows  recently  viewed products  on  the  product  detail  page  when  this
option is enabled.

Most viewed products
It shows most viewed products on the product detail page when this option is
enabled.

Separate setting for both
There is separate setting provided for both “recently viewed ” and “most 
viewed” through which merchant can separately manage both options. 

Installation
Automatic Installation
Automatic installation is the easiest option as WordPress handles the file 
transfers itself and you don’t need to leave your web browser.

Steps are as follows :

1. To do an automatic install of plgin, Go to http://cedcommerce.com/ and 
search the “Recently viewed and most viewed products”

2. Once you’ve found our  plugin you can view details about it such as the 
the point release, rating and description.

3. You can download the plugin from here and install in your site.

Manual Installation
Manual installation of plugin is another option to install plugin to your 
wordpress-environment. The manual installation method involves 
downloading our eCommerce plugin and uploading it to your webserve  via 
your favourite FTP application.

http://cedcommerce.com/


                  
Steps are as follows :

1. Upload the 'recently viewed and most viewed products' folder to the /wp-
content/plugins/ directory.

2. Activate the plugin through the 'Plugins' menu in WordPress.

Admin Setting
Recently viewed 
Enable recently viewed products:
This option is for enabling the recently viewed products option.

Title to be displayed:
It is the title which is to be displayed when recently viewed products are 
shown.

Number of products to be displayed:
It is the number of posts which is to be displayed on the product detail page. 

show only instock recently viewed products:
It will provide an option for displaying only 'instock' products only.

Select user roles to hide RV column:
It will provide an option for hiding/removing RV column for selected roles from 
woocommerce product list table.

wrvp_shortcode: 
It is the shortcode which can be used to display the recently viewed products 
anywhere in the site.



                  

Most viewed 
Enable most viewed products:
This option is for enabling the most viewed products option.

Title to be displayed:
It is the title which is to be displayed when most viewed products are shown.

Number of products to be displayed:
It is the number of posts which is to be displayed on the product detail page. 

show only instock most viewed products:
It will provide an option for displaying only 'instock' products only.



                  
Select user roles to hide MV column:
It will provide an option for hiding/removing MV column for selected roles from 
woocommerce product list table.

wmvp_shortcode:
It is the shortcode which can be used to display the recently viewed products 
anywhere in the site.



                  

Front-end :
Recently viewed 
When recently viewed option is enabled then then a new section is visible on
the product detail page with the heading as given in setting page and exactly
that number of products are displayed what is set in settings.

Most viewed 
When recently viewed option is enabled then then a new section is visible on the 
product detail page with the heading as given in setting page and exactly that 
number of products are displayed what is set in settings.



                  

Shortcode
Shortcodes can also be used anywhere throughout the site to display the “most 
viewed” or “recently viewed” products.It will shown in the same manner as shown in
the above images.

SUPPORT
If you need support or have questions directly related to Recently viewed and
most viewed, please use our Online Message Form to contact our support
team or send us an email at support@cedcommerce.com

            Best Regards,

   CedCommerce Team

mailto:support@cedcommerce.com
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